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Introduction

In recent times the figure of the cyborg has imposed itself upon Western

technoculture through popular culture, and in sociological reflection within academia.

The term ‘cyborg’ or ‘cybernetic organism’, coined by Manfred Clynes and Nathan

Kline in the 1960s, was part of a proposal to technologically augment human beings

to survive in harsh environments, in particular, astronauts.1 Drawing from this idea

popular culture has often portrayed the cyborg figure as the literal fusion of the

biological human being with inorganic technology, often to the detriment of human

identity and dignity. Alternatively, in the academic world the cyborg represents a

metaphor for exploring contemporary technoculture, existing as a hybrid figure that

forms a nexus where existing categories used to organize the world collapse and

restructure themselves. In both cases the cyborg inhabits in a new, constructed world

that exists in the borderlands of more familiar cultural and experiential terrain.

The cyborg is a generator of ‘narratives of apprehension’ about technology and

human technological proclivity. It stands in contrast to many of the traditional ways in

which the world is ordered, and is a disconcerting form that raises questions about

human nature, human identity, the relationship between the human and non-human in

the world, and in particularly how to live wisely and wholesomely in a world

constantly being reshaped by technology. In the past few years religious and

theological engagement with the concept of the cyborg has begun to emerge,

particularly within discussions about bioethics.2 This discussion has often been
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carried out in strident terms, tied into extreme visions of techno-pessimism and

anxiety, and in doing so has failed to engage with the concept of human beings and

the Christian tradition as being rich with images of hybridity that may provide helpful

insight into engaging with the cyborg and technoculture constructively.3

In the following presentation, the theological motif of human beings being made in

the image and likeness of God found in the Judeo-Christian tradition will be used to

engage with the figure of the cyborg. It is asserted that the imago Dei is realized in

hybridity, and, in conjunction with other theological motifs, provides resources for

living wisely in contemporary technoculture.
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